Webmasters guide to www.fai.org

Webmaster guide to manage www.fai.org

The web of FAI is built on Joomla CMS version 1.6.
Joomla is a CMS = Content Management System.
This guide is not a Joomla guide, but a guide for webmasters to manage the content of their
commission.
In the old website, each Commission had their own separate websites.
In the new website there is one single instance of web for all the FAI main pages, all commissions
pages, events, records and awards.
This is why the webmasters might see in some cases categories and possible other classifications of
other commissions.
Almost all the content can be managed with the access to the frontend of the CMS. Some more
complex management must be done in the backend and it is assumed to be handled by FAI office
webmasters.
The content is written in Articles and each article is classified by its Category.

IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, SEND AN EMAIL TO COMMUNICATION@FAI.ORG
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Login
To log in, click on Login at the top right of the
homepage.
The Login button opens a menu for login, lost
passwords and more.

User menu
Once logged in a User menu becomes visible in the top menu bar.
Use the User menu to create new articles, see your own user information and go through all the
categories of each commission – the categories contain all the articles of each category and can be
edited if the users has the access rights for that.
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Categories
Every article is assigned a category of the relevant commission.
This is how the content from a commission is kept separate from another.
The categories are used to display articles in specific places of the commission page.
Here is a sample for one commission main page. The red boxes show the categories used to control
where the articles are shown.
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Sample of main commission page categories is shown in the sample screenshot above and also as a
list in the screenshot below.
This lists sample of subcategories of CIVA commission (along with the number of articles in each
category). This screenshot is actually part of the Category list accessed by User menu Categories.
By clicking on the Category name, the articles of that category are listed. If the user has the edit rights,
then the article can be edited.
Please edit an article only to correct or enhance it.
New articles should be created for new content, including when changing the commission front page
boxes 1..3. The boxes show the latest articles of that category, so a new article will replace the older
ones in that particular box.
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Articles
Most of the content pages are articles. They can be static pages with information on the sport or news
of different types shown on the main commission page or on the FAI main page.
Articles are written in a WYSIG editor. The WYSIG editor resembles to Microsoft Word with its text
entry panel and the editor features in icons at the top.
The entry panel of the editor can be resized. It can be made bigger to work more easily on an article or
narrower to better visualize how the article will look like once saved.
It is done by grabbing the right lower corner with the mouse (click and hold)..
Images, internal and external links can be inserted to an article. Modules can also be added into the
article (see for example the Document module and its features).
There are buttons at the bottom to assist the user to add modules/images/pagebreaks and readmore
tags.

WYSIG editor

Click and hold to resize the entry panel
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How to edit an existing article
To edit an article, go to the page you want to modify and click on the Tools at the bottom of the page.

Click on the Tool sign to edit the page
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How to create an article
To create an article, go to User, Create Article.
Once you have chosen a title and written the text, do not forget to choose the category you want the
article to be displayed. It might even be better to set the category before entering the content as
setting the category can easily be forgotten after concentrating on the content writing.
The Category is very important when creating articles. If the article is in the Category „xxx News tabs“
(for example “CIVL News tabs”) the article will be published on the main commission page in the News
tab in the centre. It will show the most recent news article at the top and the older ones below it. If it is
in the category „xxx Frontpage box1“ then it will be shown in the bottom left box of the main
commission page, replacing older articles of that particular category.
The status of an article is published by default. But if a user wants to work on an article it can be
marked as unpublished until ready, or the publishing date can be set in the future, so it will be
published when at the set date.
There are other entry fields but are not as important as the ones addressed specifically here.
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Assign a category to your article

Title and alias
The title should be clear but be aware that its length is sometimes limited. When creating a new article
the alias of the article can be chosen, but if you don’t enter anything int the “Alias” field the “Alias” will
automatically be created from the Title.
The Alias will be displayed in the url.
If you create a news article of an event, create an alias starting with event+ID of the event
Example: event5997-hot-air-balloon-championship
This will automatically associate your article with the event in the event calendar. The articles linked
thus with a event will be displayed when an Event is selected in the Event News tab. This means that
when older events are viewed, the news associated with that event will still be seen.
To know the ID of an event, go to the Event calendar, find the event, open it and you will find the ID of
the event in the general information of the event.
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Format
When writing text the format listbox should be used for various parts of the text. By using the format
listbox the font and other emphasizing features are uniform for the whole FAI web. In the screenshot
the content uses the “Paragraph” format and the bottom line in the text uses the „Heading 4“ format
Heading 4: use this style for all the headings and titles within an article (main title is fixed)
Paragraph: use this style for the body of the text
Do not change the font family or the font size to keep uniform look of the FAI web !
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How to add images to an article
Images can be added to an article and is encouraged to give the content more lively and interesting
looks.
Beware image sizes. An image added in an article will be loaded as it was saved in the CMS. A
picture of 2mb will be loaded fully whenever the article is shown or viewed. Large images will slow
down the page loading - and internet speed is slow in many countries. It is therefore recommended to
resize the images before adding them to an article.
Some categories will use the picture that is in the article to show it separately on the side or as a
sliding image below intro text of the article, so it is recommended to use rectangular landscape
pictures (ideally with the standard 2:3 proportions)

2:3 proportions

The system displays the thumbnail of
the image of the article
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To add an image to your article, click on the picture icon in the WYSIG editor.

Click on the picture icon

This will open the Image Manager.
Click on “commission” and the name of your commission (in this example, CIA) to open the folder.
Then click on “upload” and look in your computer for the picture you will to upload.
Give it an understandable title, not for example img55555.jpg.

Click on “commissions” and then the
name of your commission

Click on this sign to upload your picture

Understandable titles
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Your picture will then appear in the folder.
Click on it, then add a value in the “Dimensions” field – this will be the size of the picture displayed in
the article.

If you want to add a caption to the picture, click on the “Advanced” Tab and add the caption in the
“Title” field. The caption doesn’t appear in the WYSIG editor but is shown below the picture once the
article is saved. The caption can give a description and/or the photographer’s name.
To add the picture to your article, click on “Insert”.
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How to insert a link to another article or another url
To insert a link to an article, click on the link icon of the WYSIG Editor.

Click on the link icon

If you want to add a link to an external website, type in the whole URL (including http:…) of that
website, and change the “Target” to “Open in new window”. Open in new window should be used as
standard for external websites. It keeps user in the FAI page in the original tab/window.
Type in the text you would to appear in the article for the link.
Then click on Insert.
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If you want to insert a link to another page of the FAI website, click on “Content” in the Link Browser
and browse the folder until you find the correct page. Click on the page to select it.
The URL of the page will automatically be displayed in the “URL” field.
Type in the text of the link that will appear in the article
The “Target” should show “—Not Set—“.
Then click on “Insert”
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Document module of the FAI web site
The aim of the document module of the FAI web is to handle all documents on the web in a structured
way. It is very helpful and makes the listing of document on webpages much easier and should
minimize the manual maintenance of the pages listing documents.
Categories have been created in the document module for each commission usingthe abbreviation of
the commission (CIVA, CIMA, CIVL, …)
Please note that the Document Categories are not related to the Article Categories in any way.
The Document categories can be viewed as the document folders. So any category can have
subcategories (subfolders) or documents in that category (folder).
The structure of document categories is almost identical for all the commissions.

Document categories
Here is the structure for the CIVL documents, which is similar to all the other commissions.
CIVL (commission name)
- Sporting code
- Meetings
o 2011
Plenary
Bureau
o 2010
Plenary
Bureau
o 2009
Plenary
Bureau
o Archive
- Events
- Groups
o Bureau
o PG subcommittie
o HG subcommittie
o Software WG
o Officials and Delegates
- Internal Regulations
.... and so forth
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When clicking on the “Documents” page of a commission a screen similar to this is shown that reflects
the document structure. It will show all the documents accessible for that user (logged in users might
see more than public access)

Each category has a unique ID, Title, Description and Order.
Here the Title of the top Category shown is „CIVL“ and its description is „Documents of the Hang and
Paragliding Commission of FAI“.
The next category is „Sporting Code” and its Description is „Latest version“
Then the Archive category and documents of the Sporting Code category are listed.
The files (documents) uploaded have all a Title, which is the name that will be displayed (here in blue
color) and the size of the file is in grey.
If you hoverover the file title you will see the Description of the file (optional).
If you hover over the filesize you will see show the filename, file size, and file type.
Example:
On the above screenshot the Description „Hang Gliding version 2011“ is the description of the file title
„Section 7A Hang Gliding: Classes I,II,IV and V“ where the actual filename is „s7a-hg2011.pdf“.
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How to edit a file/document
If a user is logged in and has
upload/edit rights, Edit and
Upload buttons/links will appear
beside each category where the
user has the rights to upload
documents.
For edit rights of files there is an
Edit link for each file.
Edit a file means editing and
updating the Title, the
Description and the Category of
the file.
The ordering can also be
changed so the webmasters can
sortthe files in any order they
wish.
A file can be moved to other categories if needed. A file can be unpublished, which means that it will
not show on the web.
The same applies to Edit in categories. The Title, Description of categories can be changed. The
parent category can be changed and a category can be Unpublished. Unpublishing a category will
stop it from being shown – unpublish a category or a document if you want to delete a file.
Example:
If you would like to move the category “2008” inside the “Meetings” category in the Archive category,
click on edit at the right side of “2008”.
Then browse the selected Parent category until “Archive” is selected in yellow. Click on “Save”.
The whole category including subcategories and files will be moved from the main Meetings category
to the Meetings-Archive category.
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How to display a category of documents in an article
You only have to add a line like this {mod_download categories="xxx"} to an article to display any
category or subcategory of documents in an article. Replace XXX with the correct document category
ID (see below to find out the document category ID). If more than one category is to be shown it can
be done by adding comma separated list of categories, like “12345,4321”.
You can display on the same article text, links or images and categories of documents.
When a top level category is listed, all subcategories and all documents in that document tree that the
user has access to see will also appear, but only the first level is expanded. This means that public
users that are not logged in can see Public documents. For logged in users their access can be
controlled and their upload rights are also controlled.
A subcategory like “Meetings>2011” can be displayed directly without showing other sections of the
document structure or the top level category. It is done by using the line {mod_download
categories="xxx"} of the relevant category “Meetings 2011”.
The Category description is displayed in the line of the category. It can be used for example to state
the dates of the annual Plenary meetings. In the following example a document categoryis shown at
the bottom of an article about meetings.
The line of {mod_download categories="647"} is a directive to show the Meetings category of CIVL
documents.

Add this line with the correct document category ID to
any article to display a document category
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And it will show like this on the web page where the one document line created the meeting document
box:

Description of a category

And by clicking on the Plenary category you will see all the files available at the time the page is
shown. So when new files are uploaded they will show right away in any place where the category is
shown on a page.
Here is a sample of Meeting page where the Meeting category of CIVL is shown. The page does not
need to be changed as it shows the Meeting category as it is any time, so with new years and meeting
places the relevant meeting categories are created and documents uploaded to the relevant category.
The documents will be shown directly when published so both for preparation and for minutes, it will
always be accessible as soon as the document has been uploaded. This makes the maintenance of
the pages much easier. Just manage the documents and the relevant pages will always show the
latest information without need to maintain the actual pages.

Private documents
This is of course based on the access rights of the logged in user. For workgroup private documents
the workgroup members would all have access and possibly upload rights, but the public would not
see the documents.
Sample Meeting page with document module showing Meeting category:
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Where to find the ID of a document category
Open the Commission Documents page. Click on edit on the category in question.

The document category number “Category ID” for Achievements is “31”

Go to the article where you would like to insert this category of documents, edit the page and write the
following line: {mod_download categories="31"}
Click on “Save” and the document category “Achievements” will be displayed with it contents.
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How to upload a document
To upload a document, go to the Document page of your Commission and click on “Upload” in the
category where you would like your document to be located.
The category can be changed later if needed.
The Title is what will be shown on the web page so it should be well chosen. If more information is
needed then a description of up to 1000 characters can be written about the file. The description will
be shown in a small popup window when users mouse is over the file title.

Please do not upload Documents of future Meetings yourself
All the documents related to future Meetings must be sent to sports-comm@fai.org
A member of the FAI staff will upload them
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How to edit properties of a category or a document
Users having Edit rights will see Edit button/link beside the Upload button/link.
Clicking on edit of Category the category title can be changed, the Description text can be written or
edited, the category parent can be changed (moving a category to Archive for example) and the
category can be unpublished (not to be shown anymore).
The same applies when clicking on Edit of a Document, the document Title can be changed, a
Description can be written or updated, the Category of the document can be changed, the ordering
can be changed and the document can be unpublished.

How to insert a link to a file in an article
Any article or web page can have a direct link to a document.
It can be done by referring to the unique file ID by using „fileid="2235"
{mod_download fileid="2235"}
The file will be a clickable download link showing the Title (i.e. Anti-Doping and Me) of the file (not the
actual filename of anti_doping_and_me_72_jan10.pdf).
So in this example the page will show the document title as link (circled in red).

How to find the ID of a document
Open the Commission Documents page. Find the document in question. Either click edit for that file or
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just hover over the Size of the document and a grey box will appear showing the file ID.
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